
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

No suffrage bill ______________________ since.1. (introduce)has been introduced

Fossils __________________ in many localities.2. (find)have been found

Nor is this the question between us, though we ___________________
into it.
3.

(mislead)
have been misled

Few men ____________________ by their domestics.4. (admire)have been admired

The following errors _______________________ in this version of the
book.
5.

(maintain)
have been maintained

We know that this instrument _____________________ by the
long-continued efforts of the highest human intellects; and we naturally infer
that the eye __________________ by a somewhat analogous process.

6.

(perfect) (form)

has been perfected

has been formed

It is easy enough for the student to learn, for instance, how the great
short-stories ________________________.
7.

(construct)have been constructed

Every one ______________________ by Wordsworth, and it is hard to tell
precisely how.
8.

(influence)
has been influenced

The bridegroom __________________ just like a fish.9. (catch)has been caught

Everywhere I ___________________ with the number of faces which told
in strong lines of the burdens that had to be borne.
10.

(strike)
have been struck

Another very wrong objection ________________ by some who have not
taken leisure to distinguish the characters.
11.

(make)
has been made

They ___________________ by the retrogression process.12. (alter)'ve been altered

The disease by which the plant ____________________, has prevailed to
the utmost extent in Ireland.
13.

(affect)
has been affected

It ________________, we are independent individuals, making a bargain
together.
14.

(say)
has been said
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_______________________ by some beautiful landscape?15. (he/thrill/?)Has he been thrilled

The story ___________________________________.16.
(rewrite/and/amplify)

has been rewritten and amplified

He ________________, as report goes, that they would not have
confidence enough in him to appoint him.
17.

(tell)
has been told

No publicity _________________ to the dead horse situation.18. (give)has been given

It ____________________ with great approbation in Europe.19. (receive)has been received

Several cases _____________________ of large portions of whole rows
of potatoes slightly changing their character.
20.

(record)
have been recorded
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